Whole not hole: expert face recognition requires holistic perception.
Face recognition is an important ability of the human brain, yet its underlying mechanisms are still poorly understood. Two opposite views have been proposed to account for human face recognition expertise: the ability to extract the most diagnostic local information, feature-by feature (analytical view), or the ability to process all features at once over the whole face (holistic view). To help clarifying this debate, we used an original gaze-contingent stimulus presentation method to compare normal observers and a brain-damaged patient specifically impaired at face recognition (prosopagnosia). When a single central facial feature was revealed at a time through a gaze-contingent window, normal observers' performance at an individual face matching task decreased to the patient level. However, when only the central feature was masked, forcing normal observers to rely on the whole face but the fixated feature, their performance was almost not affected. In contrast, the prosopagnosic patient's performance decreased dramatically in this latter condition. These results were independent of the absolute size of the face and window/mask. This dissociation indicates that expertise in face recognition does not rest on the ability to analyze diagnostic local detailed features sequentially but rather on the ability to see the individual features of a face all at once, a function that is critically impaired in acquired prosopagnosia.